A molecular ruler mechanism for length control of extended protein structures in bacteria.
The lengths of the hook structure of flagellar motors and of the needle of the injectosome are both carefully controlled, by apparently similar mechanisms. In this paper we propose a novel mechanism for this length control and develop a mathematical model of this process which shows excellent agreement with published data on hook lengths. The proposed mechanism for length control (described using biochemical nomenclature appropriate for hooks) is as follows: Hook growth is terminated when the C-terminus of the length control molecule FliK interacts with FlhB, the secretion gatekeeper. The probability of this interaction is an increasing function of the length of the hook for two reasons. First, FliK is secreted through the hook intermittently during hook growth. Second, the probability of interaction with FlhB is a function of the amount of time the C-terminus of a secreted FliK spends in the vicinity of FlhB. This time is short when the hook is short because the folding of FliK exiting the distal end of the hook acts to pull the FliK molecule through the hook rapidly. In contrast, this time is much longer when the hook is longer than the unfolded FliK polymer since movement through the tube is not enhanced by folding. Thus, it is much more likely that interaction will occur when the hook is long than when the hook is short.